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Effects of background gas pressure on the dynamics of a nonneutral
electron plasma confined in a Malmberg–Penning trap
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The effects of electron–neutral collisions on plasma expansion properties and the evolution of the
m51 diocotron mode are investigated in the Electron Diffusion Gauge~EDG! experiment, a
Malmberg–Penning trap with plasma lengthLp.15 cm, plasma radiusRp.1.3 cm, and
characteristic electron density 53106 cm23,n,33107 cm23. Essential features of them51
diocotron mode dynamics in the absence of electron–neutral collisions are verified to behave as
expected. The mode frequency, the growth rate of the resistive-wall instability, and the frequency
shift at nonlinearly large amplitudes are all in good agreement with theoretical predictions. When
helium gas is injected into the trap, the evolution of the mode amplitude is found to be very sensitive
to the background gas pressure down to pressures of 5310210 Torr, the lowest base pressure
achieved in the EDG device. The characteristic time scalet for nonlinear damping of them51
diocotron mode is observed to scale asP21/2 over two orders-of-magnitude variation in the
background gas pressureP. The evolution of the plasma density profile has also been monitored in
order to examine the shape of the evolving density profilen(r ,t) and to measure the expansion rate.
The density profile is observed to expand radially while maintaining a thermal equilibrium profile
shape, as predicted theoretically. While the expansion rate is sensitive to background gas pressure
at pressures exceeding 1028 Torr, at lower pressures the cross-field transport appears to be
dominated by other processes, e.g., asymmetry-induced transport. Finally, the expansion rate is
observed to scale approximately asB23/2 for confining fields ranging from 100 to 600 G. ©2000
American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!03403-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the dynamics of a nonneutral elect
plasma1,2 interacting with background neutral gas3–8 may re-
sult in a reliable method of determining high vacuum pr
sures, or if the vacuum pressure is known, of determining
electron–neutral collision cross section. A detailed und
standing of the effects of background neutrals on nonneu
plasma confined in a Malmberg–Penning trap~Fig. 1! is also
important in other experiments that investigate the fun
mental properties of nonneutral plasmas. Nonneutral plas
are used in research to develop atomic clocks,9,10 studies of
turbulence, nonlinear vortex dynamics, and instabilities
nearly inviscid two-dimensional fluids,11–13 studies of par-
ticle transport across magnetic field lines in quiesc
plasmas,14 studies of the properties of nonneutral plasmas
thermal equilibrium,15,16and in experiments to study the fo
mation and confinement of positron plasmas.17–19 Many of
these experiments are performed at vacuum pressures i
range9,13–19 where background neutrals are observed3–6 to
affect the plasma dynamical behavior and confinement p
erties.

This paper summarizes recent experimental studies3,4 of
the effects of background gas pressure on the expansio
the electron density profile and the nonlinear dynamics of
m51 diocotron mode in the Electron Diffusion Gaug

a!Electronic mail: rdavidson@pppl.gov
8311070-664X/2000/7(3)/831/8/$17.00
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~EDG! experiment, extending the earlier experimen
results5,6 obtained on the EDG device. Following a descri
tion of the experimental setup~Sec. II!, in Sec. III the scaling
of the plasma expansion rate with background gas pressuP
and magnetic-field strengthB is investigated, based on direc
measurements of the expanding density profilen(r ,t). In
Sec. IV, the detailed dynamics of them51 diocotron mode
is investigated over a wide range of background gas pres
P. It is found that the evolution of them51 diocotron mode
exhibits a strong sensitivity to the background gas press
and that the time scalet for damping of the diocotron mode
scales asP21/2.

II. ELECTRON DIFFUSION GAUGE „EDG…

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the pure electron plasma in t
Electron Diffusion Gauge~EDG! device3–6 is confined in a
cylindrical Malmberg–Penning trap, with a uniform axi
magnetic fieldBêz providing radial confinement, and applie
voltages on end cylinders providing axial confinement.
Fig. 2, the colinear, cylindrical electrodes have an inner
dius ofRw52.54 cm and the applied end potentials are ty
cally 145 V. The magnetic field is generated by a solen
with a current profile tailored such that the axial field amp
tude variation in the trap region is less than 0.2%. The c
rent is varied to generate magnetic field strengths in
range 100 G,B,600 G. The entire trap is contained in
vacuum chamber with a base pressure of 5310210 Torr. A
turbomo-
© 2000 American Institute of Physics
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lecular pump and a cryogenic pump are located on oppo
ends of the trap. Pressures are measured with two ultra
vacuum ~UHV! Bayard–Alpert ionization gauges, also lo
cated on opposite ends of the trap. These gauges have
been calibrated, and therefore, errors in their abso
sensitivities20,21 may be as large as 50%. Nevertheless,
relativechanges in the measured pressure are expected
reliable.16 Purified helium gas is then injected to achieve
constant and controllable background neutral pressure
known composition, although a residual gas analyzer has
yet been installed. A relative sensitivity of five is used wh
determining true helium pressures from the ionizat
gauges.

The source of plasma electrons is thermionic emiss
from a thoriated tungsten filament wound in a spiral sha
with an outer diameter of 2.54 cm (Rf51.27 cm!. The fila-
ment is immersed in the uniform magnetic field and res
tively heated by passing a direct current through it. Emit
electrons stream along the magnetic field into the trapp
region, producing a column of electron plasma. The sp
geometry and the voltage drop due to the heating cur
provide an approximate match between the cathode ele
static potential and the potential arising from the spa
charge electric field of a uniform density electro
column.22,23 Thus, the plasma density and the number
electrons per unit axial length are controllable through
filament parameters.

The trap is operated with repeated cycles consisting
inject, hold, and dump phases.3–6 During the inject phase, al
of the wall cylinders are grounded except for the dump el

FIG. 1. Essential features of a Malmberg–Penning trap confining a
electron plasma. Transverse confinement of the electrons is provided b

axial magnetic fieldBêz , whereas axial confinement is provided by negat
voltages applied to the end cylinders.

FIG. 2. Schematic of the Malmberg–Penning trap used in the Elec
Diffusion Gauge~EDG! experiment showing the six electrically-isolate
colinear cylinders as well as the electron source and diagnostics.
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trode ~labeled electrode No. 5 in Fig. 2! which is biased
negatively, producing a column of electrons between the fi
ment and the dump electrode. A portion of the plasma c
umn is then trapped by biasing electrode No. 1 negativ
After a variable ‘‘hold’’ time, the dump gate potential i
pulsed to ground, allowing the electrons to stream out axia
along the magnetic field lines to the collector. The collec
assembly consists of a plate with a small collimating h
(Rh50.159 cm!, and can be moved radially. Behind the ho
in the collimator plate is a Faraday cup. The majority
electrons are collected on the collimator plate producin
voltage across the distributed capacitance of the plate
detector electronics. A much smaller number of electro
falls on the Faraday cup, producing a separate voltage r
ing.

Scanning the collimator radially while repeating th
cycle of inject, hold, and dumping allows a determination
the z-integrated charge density profile,

Q~r !52eAhE dzn~r ,z!, ~1!

where2e is the electron charge,Ah is the area of the colli-
mator hole,n(r ,z) is the electron density profile, andr is the
radial distance from the cylinder axis. The density measu
ments depend on the excellent shot-to-shot reproducibility
the plasmas. Fluctuations in the total charge trapped~mea-
sured on the collimating plate! from shot to shot are typically
less than 0.5%. The fluctuations in the charge measu
through the collimating hole in Fig. 2 are dominated by e
ternal noise. Typical experimental results for the expand
radial density profiles in the EDG device are presented
Fig. 3, and also in Fig. 2 of Ref. 5.

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the measured density profile is shown in~a!–~d!.
Each density profile shows the number of electrons measured at each
location,Q(r )/(2e)5Ah*dz n(r ,z). Also plotted is the best-fit solution to
Eqs. ~3! and ~4! for each profile. The line densityNL for each profile is
approximately 3.23107 cm21, and the background neutral pressure is
31028 Torr. The experimental uncertainty is approximately 10% in t
Debye lengthld and 20% in the temperatureT.
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From the data forQ(r ), the density profilen(r ,z) may
be reconstructed by assuming that the electrons are in
mal equilibrium along magnetic field lines such that

n~r ,z!5
1

2eAh

Q~r !

*dzexp@ef~r ,z!kBT#
exp@ef~r ,z!/kBT#,

~2!

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant, andT is the electron tem-
perature. Note that the normalization in Eq.~2! assures tha
Eq. ~1! is automatically satisfied. Solving Eq.~2! together
with Poisson’s equation

H 1

r

]

]r
r

]

]r
1

]2

]z2J f~r ,z!524pen~r ,z!, ~3!

and using the known potentials on the trap walls as bound
conditions allow the determination of the density and pot
tial profiles numerically.24 The trapped electron plasma h
initial density of 53106 cm23,n,33107 cm23, tempera-
ture of about 1 eV, radiusRp.1.3 cm, and lengthLp.15
cm. An electron temperature of about 1 eV is typical
similar Malmberg–Penning trap experiments.25 For these pa-
rameters, the Debye length,lD5(kBT/4pne2)1/2, is much
smaller than the diameter of the plasma (2Rp.12lD), and
vpe

2 /vce
2 ,0.01. Here,vpe5(4pne2/me)

1/2 is the electron
plasma frequency, andvce5eB/mec is the electron cyclo-
tron frequency in the confining magnetic fieldBêz. Because
the plasma is nonneutral, there is a strong self-electric fi
in the radial direction which, in conjunction with the uniform
axial magnetic fieldBêz, causes the plasma electrons to u
dergo anE3B rotation. In thermal equilibrium, the angula
rotation velocity is independent of radiusr, and the plasma
rotates like a rigid rotor with characteristic rotation fr
quency in the range 105 Hz,v0/2p,106 Hz.

III. PLASMA EXPANSION MEASUREMENTS

In this section, we summarize recent experimen
results3,4 on the expansion of the electron density profile
the EDG device, extending our earlier studies5 to determine
the scaling of the plasma expansion rate with background
pressureP and magnetic field strengthB.

A. Change in mean-square radius and electrostatic
field energy

By way of background, in a recent calculation7,8 assum-
ing elastic collisions between the electrons and backgro
neutral atoms with constant collision frequencynen , a mac-
roscopic fluid model was used to describe the collisio
relaxation of a strongly magnetized (vpe

2 !vce
2 ) pure elec-

tron plasma with isothermal electrons(T5const.!, assuming
a long, axisymmetric plasma column with]/]z505]/]u. It
was shown7 that electron–neutral collisions cause the el
tron density profilen(r ,z) to relax to a dynamically expand
ing ~thermal equilibrium! profile of the form

n~r ,t !5n̂~ t !expH ef~r ,t !2ef̂~ t !

kBT
2

r 2

^r 2&~ t ! S 11
NLe2

2kBTD J .

~4!
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In Eq. ~4!, f(r ,t) is the electrostatic potential determine
self-consistently from Poisson’s equation,f̂(t)[f(r 50,t)
and n̂(t)[n(r .0,t) are the on-axis potential and densit
respectively,kB is Boltzmann’s constant,2e is the electron
charge,NL52p*0

Rwdrrn(r ,t)5const. is the line density

and ^r 2&(t)5NL
212p*0

Rwdrrr 2n(r ,t) is the mean-square ra
dius of the plasma column. In addition, the mean-square
dius ^r 2&(t) is predicted to increase due to electron–neu
collisions according to7

d

dt
^r 2&5

2NLe2

mevce

nen

vce
S 11

2kBT

NLe2 D , ~5!

wherevce5eB/mec is the electron cyclotron frequency.
The remarkably simple form of the classical predictio

in Eqs.~4! and~5! are amenable to direct experimental me
surement. In recent experiments5 on the EDG device, carried
out in a regime where the initial plasma density profile is n
too irregular~e.g., hollow!, it was found26 that the experi-
mental density profiles, measured in repeated hold-and-d
cycles, fit remarkably well to the expanding thermal equil
rium shape in Eq.~4!, using one adjustable parameter~the
electron temperature! at fixed line densityNL ~see Fig. 3!.
There are two notable anomalies in the data, however. F
the measured expansion rate,5 although increasing with back
ground gas pressure, is anomalously fast in comparison
Eq. ~5!, likely due to enhanced radial diffusion caused
field asymmetries.27 Second, the best-fit values of the ele
tron temperature~not measured directly! consistent with Eq.
~4! and the measured profile shape forn(r ,t) remain rela-
tively constant5 ~between 0.7 and 0.9 eV!. This is true even
though the relatively large decrease5 in electrostatic field en-
ergy ~1 to 2 eV per particle! would be expected to result in
sizeable increase in electron temperature, if the electr
neutral collisions are elastic and the total plasma energ
conserved.3–5

Using the detailed measurements3 of the electron density
profiles n(r ,t) in the EDG device, the mean-square radiu
^r 2&(t), and the electrostatic field energy per particle,Wf(t),
are calculated from

^r 2&~ t !5
2p

NL
E

0

Rw
drrr 2n~r ,t !, ~6!

Wf~ t !52
2p

NL
E

0

Rw
drr

1

2
ef~r ,t !n~r ,t !. ~7!

Typical results are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, which sh
plots of ^r 2&(t) and Wf(t) versus timet at various back-
ground helium gas pressures. Although the experimenta
sults in Fig. 4 are in qualitative agreement with Eq.~5! ~the
expansion is faster at higher background gas pressures!, the
absolute rate of expansion in Fig. 4 is much faster than
predicted by Eq.~5! ~see also Fig. 6!, likely due to radial
transport induced by field asymmetries.27 As the plasma ex-
pands, there is a corresponding sizeable decrease in ele
static field energyWf(t), as evident from Fig. 5. The plots in
Fig. 5 are for the same data sets as the plots of the evolu
of the mean-square radius shown in Fig. 4, and the insta
neous radial density profiles shown in Fig. 3.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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If the electron–neutral collisions are elastic and the to
plasma energy is conserved, then the decrease inWf(t) in
Fig. 5 would be compensated by a corresponding increas
the plasma kinetic energy~directed rotational energy and/o
electron temperatureT). For the plasma parameters in th
EDG device, it is found3 that the rotational kinetic energy pe
unit length is small in comparison with (3/2)NLkBT. From

Fig. 5, settingkBDT52( 2
3)DWf would give electron tem-

perature increases approaching 0.9 eV. As noted earlier,
is inconsistent with the ‘‘best-fit’’ temperatures5 inferred
from Eq. ~1!, and the experimentally measured density p
files n(r ,t). Indeed, the best-fit values ofT show a slight
decrease5 in electron temperature as the plasma expan
which is also consistent with Eq.~5! and the~slight! down-
ward concavity8 of the plots of^r 2&(t) versust in Fig. 4. A
likely cause for energy loss from the plasma is through
elastic collisions with either the majority background heliu
atoms or other residual gas atoms present. The predicted
of energy by electrons through collisions with the heliu

FIG. 4. The plasma mean-square radius increases with time, with the
pansion rate depending on the background neutral gas pressure as s
The expansion rates also depend on the magnetic field strength, which
200 G for the data shown here.

FIG. 5. The electrostatic field energy is calculated numerically using
measured radial density profile~Refs. 3–5! As the plasma expands, th
electrostatic field energy decreases.
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atoms is minimal, with a characteristic energy-loss time
4(me /M )nen , whereme is the electron mass,M is the mass
of a helium atom, andnen is the electron-helium collision
frequency. At a pressure of 131028 Torr, the predicted col-
lision frequencynen is approximately 10 s21, and the char-
acteristic energy transfer time would be greater than 102 s.
Collisions with other trace neutral gas atoms present in
system, including polyatomic molecules such as H2, N2 ,
CO, CO2, H2O, etc., are much less frequent than collisio
with helium atoms, but the energy exchange can be
greater.

B. Expansion rate scaling with background gas
pressure P and magnetic field B

While earlier experiments27,28 have measured the evolu
tion of the central density and the total charge trapped ov
wide range of background gas pressureP and magnetic field
strengthB, these experiments did not give a detailed char
terization of the evolution of the density profilen(r ,t) as has
been done in the EDG device.3–5 Using the experimentally
measured3 density profiles to calculatêr 2&(t) from Eq. ~6!,
Figs. 6 and 7 show typical experimental results obtained
the EDG device in which the measured expansion ra
(d/dt)^r 2&, is plotted versus background helium gas pre
sureP ~Fig. 6! and magnetic field strengthB ~Fig. 7!.

In Fig. 6, beginning with a base pressure of appro
mately 3310210 Torr, purified helium gas is injected into
the EDG device to increase the pressure in contro
amounts. The measurements shown in Fig. 6 were perfor
at a constant plasma line densityNL54.03107 cm21, mag-
netic fieldB5610 G, and temperatureT51 eV. If the cause
of the plasma expansion were primarily due to electro
neutral collisions, the expansion rate would be expected
scale linearly with pressure, and the data shown in Fig
would exhibit a decade increase in expansion rate per de
increase in pressure. This is clearly not the case. Instead
expansion rate reaches a saturation level at pressures b

x-
wn.
as

e

FIG. 6. The measured plasma expansion rates (d^r 2&/dt) are plotted versus
background neutral helium pressure. The expansion rates predicted b
~5! have also been plotted, where a constant offset in the expansion rate
been added.
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1028 Torr and does not continue to decrease at lower p
sures. The cause of the saturation is likely due to asymme
induced radial transport,27 which is independent of back
ground gas pressure.

The solid curves shown in Fig. 6 correspond to the
pansion rate predicted by Eq.~5!, where a constant offset ha
been added to the prediction to account for transport cau
by factors independent of background gas pressure~e.g.,
asymmetry-induced transport!. The lower curve gives the
predicted expansion rate with no adjustable parameters o
than the constant offset. The upper curve is a best-fit
allowing an adjustable multiplying factor to the predict
expansion rate in Eq.~5!. Allowing for a constant multiply-
ing factor in Fig. 6 compensates for the uncertainty in
absolute background pressure due to the uncalibrated ion
tion gauges. At increasing pressures, electron–neutral c
sions will become the dominant factor causing plasma
pansion and the expansion rate is expected to incre
linearly with background gas pressure. Future experime
on the EDG device will include investigation of plasma e
pansion at higher background gas pressure. However, in
present studies, the plasma expansion is measured onl
pressures on the order of 1027 Torr or less so that the plasm
temperature can be assumed to be approximately uniform3,5

The data in Fig. 6 are obtained at a constant magn
field of 610 G. Varying the magnetic field will also chang
the expansion rates according to Eq.~5!, with the expansion
rate predicted to scale asB22. Again, this assumes that th
expansion is caused by electron–neutral collisions. In Fig
the expansion rate is plotted as a function of the magn
field strength, for five different combinations of the bac
ground gas pressure and the plasma line density. The b
ground gas pressure ranges from 531029 Torr to 531028

Torr, and the line density ranges from 23107 to 4

FIG. 7. The measured expansion rate of the mean-square radius (d^r 2&/dt)
is shown as a function of the magnetic field strengthB. Five different ex-
perimental conditions are plotted corresponding to pressures ranging
531029 Torr to 531028 Torr and line densities ranging from 2
3107 cm21 to 43107 cm21.
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3107 cm21. The solid lines plotted in Fig. 7 are proportion
to B23/2. For this range of experimental parameters, the s
ing of the expansion rates is closer toB23/2, rather than the
B22 scaling predicted by Eq.~5!.

This discrepancy in the scaling rate with magnetic fie
may be due to the same anomalous factors that contribu
the plasma expansion rate. One possible factor mentio
previously is asymmetries in the confining fields. This effe
has been studied29 by applying a potential to an asymmetr
patch in the trap wall. Since the trap asymmetry is large
may be assumed to be the dominant cause of plasma ex
sion. Under these conditions, the plasma expansion rat
found29 to scale asB20.65. A combination of asymmetric
fields and electron–neutral collisions might lead to the sc
ing observed in the EDG device. As indicated earlier, at h
enough pressure electron–neutral collisions are expecte
be the dominant cause of plasma expansion, and the ex
sion rate is expected to scale asB22. While this is a planned
subject for future experimental study on the EDG device,
present investigations are restricted to pressures where
electron temperature profile can be assumed to be app
mately uniform3,5 in the expanding plasma, and thus utiliz
the theoretical predictions given in Eqs.~4! and ~5!.

IV. DYNAMICS OF THE mÄ1 DIOCOTRON MODE

The m51 diocotron mode30–33 can be detected throug
the image charge induced in the trap walls. In the ED
device,3–6 one of the colinear cylinders is divided axially int
two half-cylinders. As the mode rotates azimuthally, the i
age charges also rotate azimuthally, causing an electron
rent to flow across the half-cylinders. In principal, any od
numbered mode (m51,3, . . . ) can bemeasured, but in the
experiments described here, only them51 mode has been
observed. The image currents are measured by addin
impedance between the sector probe and ground,3 resulting
in a measurable voltage. In the EDG device, the impeda
is given by a capacitance of 1.3 nF in parallel with a res
tance of 10 MV. The real part of this impedance, which lea
to resistive wall destabilization, is between 0.05V and 2V
for typical frequencies between 50 and 200 kHz.

A. Resistive-wall instability

One of the strongest factors affecting the stability of t
m51 diocotron mode in a Malmberg–Penning trap plas
with a monotonically-decreasing density profile is resistiv
wall destabilization.34 Physically, a resistive wall dissipate
energy, and because them51 mode is a negative-energ
mode, the mode amplitude and the displacement of
plasma column from the cylinder axis grow with the sma
signal growth rate34

gR5
1

p2

Ls
2

Lp
v2sin2S Du

2 D S R

11~vRC!2D . ~8!

In the EDG device, the isolated sectors of the divided cyl
der have axial lengthLs55.08 cm and azimuthal spa
Du5p. In Fig. 8, the resistively destabilizedm51 diocotron
mode amplitudeD/Rw is plotted as a function of time. A
resistanceR of 3.1 kV is attached to the trap wall at th

m
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sector opposite to the sector probe, and the mode frequ
is v/2p538.1 kHz. The mode exhibits an exponential rate
growth ~note the log-linear scale! until saturation occurs a
0.10 s. The saturation is believed to be due to plasma con
with the trap wall, and is accompanied by a decrease in
plasma line density. The initial amplitude ofD/Rw.0.02
corresponds to a displacement of 0.05 cm, while the sat
tion amplitude corresponds to 1.25 cm.

The m51 diocotron mode growth rates have been m
sured in the EDG device3 over a wide range of resistance
and are shown in Fig. 9. The growth rates in Fig. 9 a
measured while keeping a constant diocotron freque
v/2p538.0 kHz, plasma lengthLp515 cm, and capacitanc
C5200 pF. The theoretical growth rate given in Eq.~8! is
also plotted in Fig. 9. For low resistances withvRC!1, the
growth rate in Eq.~8! increases linearly with the resistanc
R. At vRC51 there is a roll-over in the predicted grow
rate, and forvRC@1, the growth rate in Eq.~8! decreases a
R21.

It is clear from Fig. 9 that measured growth rates are
excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions for
resistances between 17V and 106 V, representing 2.5 orders
of-magnitude in growth rate. These measurements3 not only
reproduce previously published data,34 but extend the data to
both alower and ahigherrange of resistances, and to smal
growth rates. The same level of agreement between the
perimental data and theoretical predictions is found over

FIG. 8. Them51 diocotron mode amplitudeD/Rw is plotted versus time
on a log-linear scale. The mode is destabilized with a 3.1 kV resistance,
leading to an exponential increase in the mode amplitude. The mode
rates due to contact with the trap wall.

FIG. 9. The measured growth rates due to resistive wall destabilization
plotted versus resistanceR, together with the absolute predictions of Eq.~8!
for a wide range of wall resistances.
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range of 102 V to 106 V examined previously.34 Outside this
range, the measured growth rates are somewhat larger
the predictions, especially at resistances greater than 106 V.
The cause of the discrepancy at large resistances is still u
investigation.

B. Effects of background neutral pressure on the
nonlinear evolution of the mÄ1 diocotron mode

We now consider the effects of collisions with bac
ground gas atoms on the dynamics of them51 diocotron
mode. A recent calculation35 predicts that elastic collisions
between electrons and background neutrals can induce
instability in the ~negative energy! m51 diocotron mode,
with characteristic small-signal growth rategn

5nenv` /vce . Here, nen is the electron–neutral collision
frequency,vce5eB/mec is the electron gyrofrequency, an
v`52ecNL /Rw

2 B is the m51 diocotron frequency for an
infinite-length plasma column. The calculation35 assumes
that the expansion of the plasma is sufficiently slow that
radial density profile can be regarded as stationary on
time scale of the instability. In the experiments on the ED
device, however, the expansion rate is observed to be fa
than that expected due to electron–neutral collisio
alone,3–5 and also faster than the predicted characteristic
ponentiation time35 of the instability. Although providing ini-
tial motivation for the measurements of the diocotron mo
this theoretical model35 is not expected to predict correctl
the behavior of the diocotron mode in the EDG device.

The effects of electron–neutral collisions on them51
diocotron mode evolution are studied in the EDG device
injecting purified helium gas into the vacuum vessel wh
monitoring the evolution of them51 diocotron mode.3 The
amplitude evolution for eleven different background g
pressures is shown in Fig. 10 for a constant magnetic fi
strength of 612 G, and diocotron mode frequency of 55 kH
The solid and dotted curves in Fig. 10 are used to distingu
between pressures, and at each pressure five measure
of the mode evolution are shown. The amplitudes plotted
Fig. 10 are normalized to the initial amplitude for clarit

tu-

re

FIG. 10. The evolution of the amplitude of them51 diocotron mode is
shown for eleven different background helium pressures, ranging from
310210 Torr to 531028 Torr. The solid and dotted curves are used
distinguish between pressures. At each pressure, five measurements
mode evolution are shown.
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even though the initial amplitudes are approximately eq
~to within 10%!. The mode frequencies are constant a
function of time~to within 1%! even as the mode amplitud
decays to zero, indicating that no charge is lost during
measured evolution.

From Fig. 10, a nonexponential damping of them51
diocotron mode is observed, which becomes stronger as
background neutral pressure is increased. The solid cu
labeled ‘‘a’’ show the amplitude evolution at the base pr
sure of 5310210 Torr. A slight increase in the mode ampl
tude is evident initially, possibly due to small wall resistan
with an equivalent exponential growth rate of less th
0.1 s21. The ‘‘dotted’’ curves labeled ‘‘b’’ show the ampli-
tude evolution after helium has been injected to increase
measured pressure to 6310210 Torr (N2 equivalent!, a dif-
ference of only 1310210 Torr from the base pressure. A
this pressure, the diocotron mode evolution is measura
different, with good reproducibility, and with the amplitud
decaying to nearly zero by 10 s. As the background
pressure is increased further, the diocotron mode dam
rate becomes greater.

The sensitivity of the diocotron mode evolution
changes in the background gas pressure of as little a
310210 Torr is somewhat surprising in view of the expa
sion data in Sec. III, where it appears that for pressures lo
than 131028 Torr the plasma expansion rate is independ
of pressure. However, the data in Fig. 6 required many h
dreds of repeated plasma shots to obtain each data point
variations in the experimental parameters over the long tim
necessary to obtain the data obscure the expansion rat
pendence on the background gas pressure at very low p
sures. By contrast, the evolution of the diocotron mode p
sented in Fig. 10 can be measured in a single plasma s
and therefore, small changes in the background gas pres
can be more readily measured while keeping other exp
mental parameters constant.

To conveniently characterize the nonexponential dam
ing shown in Fig. 10, the timet for the mode amplitude to
decay to one-half of its initial amplitude is plotted as a fun
tion of the background gas pressureP in Fig. 11. Also shown
is the time for the amplitude to decay to one-tenth of
initial amplitude. A power law fit is performed on both se
of data which indicates that the timet is approximately pro-
portional toP21/2. A consistent explanation of the nonexp
nential rate of damping and theP21/2 scaling oft are still
being sought. The nonexponential rate of damping could
explained if the damping were due to plasma proximity w
the trap walls. The amplitude evolution would then be e
pected to look similar to those in Fig. 10, with very litt
decay initially because the plasma is far from the trap wa
and more rapid decay later in time as the plasma expan
brings the plasma closer to the trap walls. However, since
plasma is expected to expand at a rate proportional to
background gas pressureP, the time for the mode to dam
would be expected to be proportional toP21. To investigate
the cause of the mode damping further, more experime
are needed which measure the density profile evolution
ing the mode damping. In any case, from Figs. 10 and 11,
strong sensitivity of the evolution of them51 diocotron
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mode to the background neutral gas pressure has been cl
demonstrated in the EDG device.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed the effects of ba
ground neutral gas on the dynamics of a pure elect
plasma confined in the Electron Diffusion Gauge~EDG! de-
vice. Following a description of the experimental setup
Sec. II, detailed experimental results were presented in S
III, which describe how the plasma expansion rate sca
with background helium gas pressureP ~Fig. 6! and mag-
netic field strengthB ~Fig. 7! based on direct measuremen
of the expanding density profilen(r ,t). While the expansion
rate is sensitive to background gas pressure at pressure
ceeding 1028 Torr ~Fig. 6!, at lower pressures the cross-fie
transport observed in repeated hold-and-dump measurem
of the expanding density profile appears to be dominated
other processes, e.g., asymmetry-induced transport. Fin
in Sec. IV, using single-shot measurements, it was sho
that the nonlinear evolution of them51 diocotron mode
exhibits a very sensitive dependence on the background
lium gas pressureP ~Fig. 10!, and that the characteristic tim
scalet for damping of the diocotron mode scales asP21/2

~Fig. 11! for background helium pressures ranging from
310210 Torr to 531028 Torr. Sensitivities to pressure
variations as small as 10210 Torr are observed~Fig. 11!.
Given the strong sensitivity of the diocotron mode measu
ments to background gas pressure, future research will fo
~for example! on determining properties of the diocotro
mode evolution at pressures below 5310210 Torr; determin-
ing the effects of changing the ratio of initial plasma radi
to wall radius (Rp0 /Rw) on the diocotron mode evolution
installation of a temperature diagnostic to determine the
gree to which the electron temperature remains uniform d
ing the plasma evolution; and development of a theoret
model that describes~qualitatively at least! the P21/2 scaling
of the characteristic damping timet of the diocotron mode.

FIG. 11. The timet for the measuredm51 diocotron mode amplitude to
decay to one-half of the initial amplitude is plotted as a function of t
background gas pressure. Also plotted is the time for the mode to deca
one-tenth of the initial amplitude. The vertical width of the bars are
maximum and minimum times for this to occur, as determined from the d
shown in Fig. 9.
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